
The impact of the proposed changes, if accompanied by adequate struction, and property values throughout Areas C and D if the

parking facilities, should enhance the value of this area for new, better access and traffic flow are provided by the Commodore Point

modern office buildings. The proposed improved access to the area Expressway link. It is a prediction of this study that such upgrad-
should also be healthy for such present established uses as automo- ing east of Main Street will result if the proposed extension is

tive sales and repair, 7.7% in total but over one-third of Area B; constructed.
government buildings, at 5.8% without including the government
center between Bay Street and the river; and churches, with 12.5% The CBD west of Main provides a different pattern of present land

of Area D and 5.0% of the combined areas east of Main. There use. Over one-third of the entire land studied west of Main is in

seems to be no reason why the improved access and traffic flow primarily retail use with 46.5% of the core Area G retail. Offices,

would not also be valuable to the lesser present uses of land east of at 15.7% of Area G, are more predominant, while dwellings, at
Main, including warehouse and wholesale, membership organiza- 0.6%, have largely disappeared from Area G. Among the Other

tions (e.g. Morocco Temple, YWCA), hotels, laundries and cleaners, categories, hotels, at 9.7%, and government (primarily Federal),
filling stations, and truckers, at 6.4%, are important in Area G. In Area F north of Ashley to

Orange from Main west to Pearl, however, dwellings still account

But the great potential east of Main that could be unlocked by the for 25.9% of the land area, retail and offices only 14.9% and 2.9%
Commodore Point Expressway link, particularly in Areas C and D, respectively, and automotive sales and services, at 26.4%, and fill-

the 31 blocks from Main east to Washington between Bay Street on ing stations, at 5.3 % dominate the Other categories.
the south and Ashley on the north, lies in two interlocking factors.
The first is the possibility for new and more productive land usages West of Main, Area G, in particular, should benefit greatly from
than at present. New, modern office buildings have been mentioned the proposed Commodore Point system. As will be discussed later,
and the proximity to the new Court House and City Hall would its continued health and prosperity is dependent upon better,

make these highly desirable to attorneys, realtors, insurance, and quicker, and easier access from large suburban residential areas and

certain other professional people. Jacksonville does not have a true from other cities and towns throughout a large trade territory. The

downtown motel of the type that has been so successful in other benefits to Area F from the Commodore Point extension are prob-
cities; this area would seem well suited for such use. With better ably more long range than those of the other designated CBD areas.

access and traffic flow, restaurants, service stations, theatres, and In the short run, Area F progress may be slowed somewhat by the
many types of retail establishments could find this a more profit- substantial upgrading and new construction expected in Areas C

able district than some higher rental areas west of Main. Modern, and D. In the long run, if better access to the total downtown area
high-rise apartments are still another possibility, is provided by continuing Expressway improvements, and if park-

ing facilities keep pace, Jacksonville will need Area F as an integral
The second factor which meshes with this potential is that this is part of its CBD by the 1970-1980 period.
an area of the CBD which still contains a high proportion of resi-
dences, most of them old frame structures, and of old and deterio- Types of Building Construction
rated business buildings. In short, there is ample opportunity for
conversion and upgrading of land use and construction of new The importance of building construction in this study is, of course,conversion and upgrading of land use and construction of new
buildings without prohibitive costs. The entire area studied east of related to the value and permanence of structures which might be
Main has 42.0% of its land area in dwellings and 40.2% of its area replaced by modern buildings suited to the anticipated more produc-
Main has 42.0 7o of its land area in dwellings and 40.2 % of its area
occupied by frame buildings. Areas C and D combined have 43.5% tive land uses made feasible by the Commodore Point extension.
of land in dwellings and 41.7% in frame structures. While age of present structures and condition are also pertinent

factors, the following analysis is only in terms of the three basic

The combination of these two factors provides an ideal environ- types of construction: brick and concrete, in general representing
ment for a very substantial upgrading of land use, building con- the best and most permanent buildings; concrete block, in general
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